In the paper it is showed that under some assumptions a process orchestrating Web services (BPEL process) may be considered as an embedded system. Following this analogy a new method for automating test case generation for requirements specification for processes defined in BPEL is given.
INTRODUCTION
An orchestration or a choreography of Web services is applied when a process is defined in BPEL (Weerawarana, 2005) . In the first case a distinguished element of the process called Coordinator interacts with service receivers and service suppliers. It waits for data initiating the process, sometimes processes them, calls services and distributes results. In the choreography services invoke each other. The orchestration has been recently more often used than the choreography*.
Methods for validation of computer systems fall into two categories: specification based and implementation based (Ryser, 1999) . Specification based validation makes it possible to detect specification errors very early. The most popular technique of specification based validation is a simulation (Cunning, 1999 ). An advantage of the simulation is that validation tests may be used on different levels of designing of the system. However, contemporary systems are very complex. Therefore, the problem of generation of practical and useful test cases (providing correct validation result in acceptable time) is of highest importance.
In this paper it is showed that under some assumptions a process orchestrating Web services may be considered as an embedded system. Basing * In the paper the process orchestrating web services will be shortly named BPEL process. on this analogy the idea is taken from (Cunning, 1999) and adopted for processes defined in BPEL.
The problem is stated in section 2. In Section 3 a procedure of generation of a set of test cases for processes defined in BPEL is described. An example of the application of the procedure is given in Section 4. Section 5 contains conclusions.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
Usually BPEL process as well as providers and recipients of services obey less or more critical time constraints. That is why a model of sheduled cooperation between service provider and service caller is assumed in the paper. This, in turn, means that validated BPEL processes meet the following requirements:
-the process is executed according to the schedule settled together by services providers and services callers, -the process has closed functionality (consists of definite services), -the process has easily attainable initial state, -for every service the time from invoking the service up to getting results of the service is steady. BPEL process which meets the above requirements is like an embedded system with closed functionality in which tasks are like services and communication between tasks (data flow) is supervised by the Coordinator acting according to a task graph of the system. 
CHECKING PATHS IN BPEL PROCESSES

EXAMPLE
The following example of Order Booking (OB) process illustrates the above procedure. When the decision is retrieved BPEL process sends the order to SelectManufacturer supplier for his price quote (a). When BPEL process collects the quote it closes the connection with SelectManufacturer service (b).
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When the decision is retrieved BPEL process sends order to RapidService supplier for his price quote (a). When BPEL process collects the quote it closes the connection with SelectManufacturer service (b).
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When the BPEL process collects the quotes then invokes FulfillmentESP which completes the order (a). Once the order is fulfilled the connection with FulfillmentESP is closed (b).
R 8
When the order is fulfilled, the BPEL process starts NotificationService (a) which sends an email to the client. When it is done, BPEL process closes the connection with Notification Service (b).
The process runs on a system of servers and uses the choreography of Web Services. Tasks implemented in OB process are as follows: TS -change a state of the order, TFCforward the data to CustomerService, TFVforward the data to VerifyClient, TFD -forward the data to DecisionService, TFS -forward the data to SelectManufacturer, TFR -forward the data to RapidService, TFF -forward the data to FulfillmentESB, TFN -forward the data to NotificationService.
After transformation onto SCR notation the functional requirements are given in Tables 3 and 4. The tables show how each of the variables reacts on each of the events. The process starts when State is Empty and on OB_ESB_In appeared data (this initial state is easily attainable). 
The model of OB process is showed on Fig.1 . For readability there are no values of variables describing states of the process (nodes of FRG) and labels describing transitions between states (edges of FRG). These are given in Tables 6, 7a and 7b. Moreover, in Table 7b for every transition there are showed identifiers of tested functional and temporal requirements. Table 8 presents two test scenarios generated for OB process. The first column of Table 8 (TSF) shows the events (initiating/finishing) defining a test. The second column (TSC) shows moments of time (t i / t j ) when finishing event should appear.
TS1 covers the branch 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 0 and TS2 the branch 0 1 2 6 in TST. All functional and temporal requirements of the process are checked at least once.
CONCLUSIONS
The procedure presented in the paper is simple and easy for application in practice. Human task consists only in writing down specification requirements for BPEL process in SCR notation. All farther calculations are automated (Dalal, 1998) .
If BPEL process uses a service accessible in several versions or a service is accessible on several servers with various performances then every of such services can be replaced by a subset of functionally equivalent services that meet the restrictions of the method. This complicates the model of the process and lengthens calculations, but does not lever up validity of the procedure.
